
Monday 22nd June
LO: To measure length to the nearest cm and mm.

https://vimeo.com/427994247
Here is the video link to help you if you can access it . 

Something we learned previously Something we learned last unit
Something we are learning 

today

Calculate the length of the lego tracks.

Length = _________cm

Length = _________cm

20mm 40mm

https://vimeo.com/427994247


I do You do

With a question such as this, where you asked for the total 
length of something, you need to think carefully about what 
you are being asked. Below, you are asked for the length of the 
bridge.

Therefore, you should only add the length of the bridge itself, 
across the top.  

Therefore, to work out the answer to this question our equation 
will be 140cm + 45cm = 185cm 

140cm                                              45 cm

185

110cm                                              85 cm



I do You do

Bex is 115 cm tall.

His brother is 20cm taller.

How tall Bex’s brother?

Write your answer in meters and cm

Kyle is 122 cm tall.

His brother is 30cm taller.

How tall is Kyle’s brother?

Write your answer in meters and cm

This is a word problem, our equation has a story.
In this question we need to add the lengths together because 
Brett’s brother is 115cm + 20cm.

The answer is asked for in m and cm. 

Once you have worked out 115cm + 20cm , you then need to 
convert it. 

E.g. 115 + 20 = 135cm                  135cm = 1m and 35cm



I do You do

Drake builds a tower that is 1m 30cm tall.
Claire builds a tower that is 20cm tall.
Raj builds a tower that is 70cm tall.

They put their towers together to make one large tower.

How tall is the tower?

_____m _____cm = _____cm

_____cm + _____cm + _____cm = _____cm

_____cm = _____m _____cm

Drake builds a tower that is 1m 20cm tall.
Claire builds a tower that is 60cm tall.
Raj builds a tower that is 90cm tall.
They put their towers together to make one large tower.
How tall is the tower?

First, I need to read the word problem carefully and work out the operation 
I will need to do. 

They are putting the towers together, so I have worked out the operation is 
addition.

Next, I’m going to look carefully at what numbers I am adding together.

I can see 1m 20cm, 60cm, 90cm.

Then, I stop and think about what I know about length. I know we measure 
lengths in different units of measurement, so I look back at the lengths and 
check their units of measurement.

The units of measurement are different, so I will need to convert one or 
more of them, so they are all in the same unit of measurement, which will 
make adding them together simple.

1m 20cm = 120cm

120cm + 60cm + 90cm = 270cm

270cm = 2m 70cm






